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We attest that Mrs

TAIIAMI Han Íd
born on lll7ll953 in Teheran (Iran) (Italy)

took part into the training course n. GE03.ZI-6900-O8.3 called

PREPOSTI DI CANTIERE

lasting 32 hours, which took place in ANSALDO ENERGIA S.p.A - Via N.
Lorenzi, 8 - 16152 Genova, from 0 to I July 2004 and which was organized with
the collaboration of Provincia di Genova according to the 2l December 1978 law,
no 845 and the 5 November 1993 regional. n. 52

The course was about the following topics:

. DL no 626/96 and the D.P.R. no 547/55: roles and organization about safety.

. D.P.R. n" 303/56 working sanitation.

. Specific shipyard risks.

. Working place,

' Fire prevention (type A course lasting 4 hours according to the I0 March 1998 DM. about
activities with restricted risks offire).

. Management of relations with the purchaser, the subcontractors and the staff,
- Saîety about contracts: roles and responsibility;
- DL n" 494/1996 ancî the safety coordinators;
- Enforcement of DL na 626/1994
- Organization and communicqtion (DM 16/0Í/97)

' DL no 626/94 prescriptive wtdenings and modifications (chemical risks DL 25/02, directive
ATEY DL 233/03).

. Dangeraus substances (DM 07/09/02, DL 65/03).

. First aid.

. Yard regulatiorcs (DL 494/96 and DPR 222/03).

' Safety plan and PSC coordination and safety plan substitutive of safety plan qnd coordination
PSS plan, operating safety plan (POS).

. Individual(DM 02/05/AI) and collective safety devices.

' Electric risk
. Norse (DL no 27711991): prevention.
. Asbestos (DL no 277/1991): reclamations.
. Machinery and equipment: machinery directive.
, Working equipment, the third title DL 626/94, supplementedwith DL 359/99 and DL 235/03.
. Handling af hanging corgos including: methods of cargos slinging, rope control, special

e qui pment ; legi s lative reference s.
. Manual handling of cargos.
. System of signs DL 493/96.
. Environmental management (RuÍe ISO 14001).
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